
SSV-AL8911 Smart Dual-Technology Detector User Manual 
Important Safety Instructions 

The following is about the correct use of the product. In order to prevent danger and property damage, please read this manual carefully before using the 

equipment and strictly observe it during use. Please keep the manual properly after reading. 

 

 

 

Indicates that there is a low or moderate potential hazard. If these texts are 

ignored, it may cause minor or moderate injury to personnel.   

 

 

Indicates that there is a potential risk. If you ignore these texts, it may cause 

equipment damage, data loss, equipment performance degradation or 

unpredictable results.  

      Explanation 
 

Indicates that it is additional information of the main text, which emphasizes 

and supplements the main text. 

 

1.1 Power Requirements 

 Please follow all local electrical safety standards. 

 Please check the power supply before running the equipment. 

 Please use a power supply that meets the requirements of SELV (Safety Extra Low Voltage) and the rated voltage of Limited Power Source in accordance with IEC60950-1 for DC 12V power 

supply. 

 Please install easy-to-use power-off equipment when installing and wiring, so as to perform emergency power-off when necessary. 

 Please protect the power cord from being walked on or pinched, especially at plugs, power sockets, and the points where they exit from the device. 



1.2 Environment Requirement 

 Do not aim the device at strong light (such as lighting, sunlight, etc.) to focus, otherwise it will easily cause over-brightness or light-stretching (this is not a malfunction of the device), and it will also affect the life of the 

photosensitive device CCD (or CMOS). 

 Please transport, use and store the device within the allowable humidity and temperature range. 

 Do not place the device in the condition which is humid, dusty, extremely hot, extremely cold, strong electromagnetic radiation or unstable lighting, etc. 

 Do not pour any liquid into the device to avoid damage to internal components. 

 Do not expose indoor device to rain or moisture to avoid the risk of fire or electric shock. 

 Do not block the ventilation openings near the equipment to avoid heat accumulation. 

 Please pack the device in the factory packaging or the same quality material when shipping it. 

 Do not press, violently shake, or soak the device during transportation, storage and installation. 

1.3 Operation and Maintenance Requirement 

 Please do not disassemble the device for there are no parts that users can repair by themselves. Disassembly in violation of regulations may result in water leakage or poor images of the device. 

 To clean the device body, wipe it with a soft dry cloth. If the dirt is difficult to remove, please use a clean soft cloth to take a small amount of neutral detergent and gently wipe it off, and then 

wipe it dry. Do not use volatile solvents such as alcohol, benzene or thinner, or strong, abrasive cleaning agents, otherwise it will damage the surface coating or reduce the performance of the 

device. 

 The dome cover is an optical device. Please do not directly touch and wipe the surface during installation and use. If it is contaminated with dust, use an oil-free soft brush or hair dryer to gently 

wipe it off. If contaminated with grease or fingerprints, it can be softened with water or oil. Wipe off the cloth lightly to dry it, then moisten the lens cleaning liquid with oil-free cotton cloth or 

lens cleaning paper, and wipe from the center to the outside until it is clean. 

 

 Please modify the user's default password in time after logging in to the device to avoid being stolen. 

 Please use the accessories specified by the manufacturer, and install and repair them by professional service personnel. 

 Do not provide two or more power supply methods to the device at the same time, otherwise it may cause damage to it. 

 



Special Statement 

 Please refer to the actual product, the manual is for reference only. 

 The manual and program will be updated in real time according to the product. If there is an upgrade, no further notice will be given. 

 If you do not follow the instructions in the manual, any loss caused by this will be borne by the user. 

 The manual may contain technical inaccuracies, inconsistencies with product functions and operations, printing errors which are all subject to the company’s final interpretation. 
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二. Status Description: 

1. IP camera Lens Module:  

When (AI Smart Image Dual PIR) is powered on for 60 seconds, it is in video 

transmission. 

2. Ultrasound Detection Sensor: 

When (AI Smart Image Dual PIR) is powered on for 3 seconds, it is in 

detection operation. 

3. Infrared Detection Sensor: 

When (AI Smart Image Dual PIR) is powered on for 3 seconds, it is in 

detection operation. 

一. Features: 

1. Video monitoring two-way intercom function                                           

2. Infrared automatic temperature compensation 

3. Adjustable detector sensitivity 

4. Adjustable detection number of the detection sensor 

5. NO.NC alarm dry contact output 

6. Anti-dismantling protection switch 

7. Wired and wireless Wifi network connection to transmit images and signals 

8. Video recording and playback function (internal 64G memory card) 

9. The APP can set or remove the alert, and the alert will be pushed to the mobile  

phone 

10. Can set up linkage LINE to push alarm messages 

三. Built-in Adjustment Instructions  

※Note that this operation is used by authorized professionals 

 

1. (Dip Switch) 1 

(Ultrasound Detector) Turn ON: First detection, Turn OFF: Second detection 

2. (Dip Switch) 2 

(Infrared Detector) Turn ON: First detection, Turn OFF: Second detection 

3. (Dip Switch) 3 

Turn ON: Alarm indicator is ON, Turn OFF: Alarm indicator is OFF 

4. (Dip Switch) 4 

(For Preparation) 

 

 
1.(U) Ultrasound Sensitivity Adjustment 

The more clockwise turned the left side (variable resistance) knob on the 

back of the case, the more sensitive the (ultrasonic detector) 

 
1.(P) Infrared Body Temperature Detector Adjustment 

The more clockwise turned the right side (variable resistance) knob on the 

back of the case, the more sensitive the (infrared detector) 



1. Tamper switch: when the machine shell is opened 

    Both ends of the switch (TAMPER) terminal are in an (open circuit) state. 

一. Description: 

1. IP Camera Lens Module: 

         When (AI Smart Image Dual PIR) is powered on for 60 seconds, it is already in video transmission. When the upper (photoresistor) detects that the outside light is dimming, the infrared 

LED light next to it will be triggered and turned on. And the lens screen will be switched to night mode. (Black and white screen). 

2. Ultrasound Detection Sensor: 

         When the (AI Smart Image Dual PIR) is powered on for 3 seconds, it is already in detection (ultrasound detector). The projector (T) emits ultrasonic waves forward, and the reflected wave 

directly or indirectly through the collision object and be received and compared by the receiver (R) whether there is any movement, then trigger the detection. 

3. Infrared Detection Sensor: 

         When the (AI Smart Image Dual PIR) is powered on for 3 seconds, it is already in detection, the basic concept of PIR passive infrared (infrared detector) operation: It is the induction 

which compares the temperature difference between the moving object and the background object inside through the Fresnel lens projection (detection range 6-8 meters), and then triggers the  

detection. 

二. Function Test: 

1. 1. Infrared LED Light Function Test: 

    When the product is energized, block the (photoresistor) and observe whether the infrared LED light is on. 

    Normal Situation: Block the (photoresistor), LED light is on, otherwise the LED light is off. 

2. Function Test of Tamper Switch: 

    After loosening the screws of the product, remove the back cover. At this time (tamper switch) pops up (TAMPER) and both ends of the terminal appear (open circuit). 

3. (Ultrasound + Infrared) Function Test: 

First, confirm the (dip switch) to set the number of detections triggered, then adjust to the required switching position, cover the back cover, lock the screw, and adjust the required sensitivity of 

the detector. 

    When the product is powered on for 3 seconds, it enters the standby detection. Taking the product as the center point angle, 110 degrees of this position, and within 6 to 8 meters in front of the 

(fan-shaped projection range), if a temperature object moves, the alarm will be triggered. At this time, the indicator light flashes for 3 seconds, triggers an alarm and then changes the terminal 

switching: 

   State at this time: 1. Switch to NC contact and COM contact (short circuit) for 3 seconds  

                 2. Switch to NO contact and COM contact (open circuit) for 3 seconds 



 

三. Specification: 

1. Detection Range: 6〜8 M 

2. Detection Angle: 110 Degrees 

3. Installation Height: 1.5〜2.5 M 

4. Working Temperature: -5゜〜+50゜C 

5. Alarm Time: 3 sec. Output 

6. Alarm Output: NC .NO no output voltage contact (dry contact) 

7. Number of Pulse Detection: Once or twice 

8. Standby Time: 60 sec. 

9. Power Supply: DC12V 

10. Anti-White Light Interference: ≧6500 LUX 

11. Weight: 500 g  

12. Dimension: (W) 65mm (L) 120mm (H) 53mm, bracket height 75mm 

13. Power Consumption: 

           (Daytime standby): 190mA        (Nighttime standby) : 300 mA  

           (Daytime alarm): 230mA         (Nighttime alarm) : 450 mA  

14. Video Output : RJ45 Network Connector 

15. DC12V Joint Aperture :5.5＊2.1mm 

16. Accessories: (Screw accessory kit) Manual x 1 

 

四. Installation:  
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(Screw accessory kit) 

 

1. Loosen the screws on both sides of the bracket. After the bottom of the bracket is lowered, mark the fixed position at the (screw hole) by a pen, and make a hole at the mark by an electric drill. 

2. Use the plastic plug in the (screw accessory kit) to fill the hole, use the screw to lock the base fixing place, then close the bottom and the bracket, and tighten the screws on both sides. 

3. Adjust the angle which (AI Smart Image Dual Detector PIR) irradiates, then test whether it is the range that needs to be projected, and then fine-tune the direction. 

 

 Instructions for ShineTech Smart Security APP 

   

 

Search "ShineTech" download in Apple App Store or Google Play Store  



 

1. New user registration  2. Register with email   3. Or register with Line   4.LINE registration 

        
 
 
 
 



5.LINE Setting          6.LINE Setting complete  7.Adding device        8.Use “Scanning QR Code” 

           
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

9.Select “Scanning Device 10.APP Access the     11.Start scanning     12.Confirm to add  

QR Code” or manually    Camera                                device 

enter the serial number 

       
 
 



 13. Customizable device  14.Enter the PW      15.Complete device    16.Hold the alarm icon 

  name                         Default PW:ss123456  adding               or select the 3 dots  

upper right 

         

 



17.(Alarm On) Push PIR   18.(Alarm OFF) PIR     19.Device icon shows   20.Settings of the  

Setting to mobile phone   cancels               canceling            device 

         
 
 
 
 
 



21.Set the LINE push by   22.Set the LINE account 23. After LINE linkage   24.Open LINE alarm push 

logging with LINE account  & PW of your phone   completed, LINE push 

                                           is cooperated 

         
 
 



25.Select alarm event  26.Alarm snapshot can be 27.Watch the replay    28.Select video in card 

                    watched 

       
 
 
 
 



29.Select the time      30.Select the date    31.The first device in    32. Can show 4 split screens 

                                        the list can select 4     in the same time 

split screen        

       
 
 
 



33. Set the WiFi connection   34.Connect to WiFi without   35.Select the net to be      36.Select the name of the  
and password after the       wired network              connected               net to be connected and  
wired network has been                                                        enter the PW 
connected 

       
 
 
 
 
 



36. Mobile phone displays QR code. Aim the phone at the device lens, and the  
lens will be scanned and added automatically        
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